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We are now seeing a change in the types of runes
that can drop in League of Legends on top of old
runes that have been removed in this new patch. As
a result, old runes that can be purchased from the
shop with runes acquired from bundles may also no
longer drop. Though this is intended to be a
balance, please be aware of the following when
purchasing new runes from the shop:You can still
purchase new runes, for example, with the Summer
of Nova, as they are intended to be a temporary
remedy to the situation. Reaver CleanupAfter this
patch, it should be a bit more difficult to obtain
Reavers through Recommended Battlegrounds.
Weve also changed up some other ways to acquire
Reavers, so if you currently don't have access to
them, please keep an eye out. We also have a new
walkthrough video for how to obtain Reavers. But
only after the patch! The Jumbo Monsters will be
getting the collision system change that was
discussed in the feedback thread previously as well
as some other smaller bugfixes. This patch is set to
be the last on the Xbox 360 patch version number.
The new patch features a new class, the Contract
Killer, which can be recruited by Novak, and can be
purchased by the Agency during Season 2 of
Contracts. The killer will need to complete a mission
for the Agency, and their contract will be approved
when they submit the details to the Agency as a
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lead on a mission. While each mission will be
different, this class will generally be used to
complete an assassination. The newest patch comes
with a few fixes to address the huge number of
player feedback weve received since launch. For
example, the updated target module and the new
Interactions menu allows players to interact with
their targets more efficiently, the Stop/Start timer
now allows the player to respawn at a previous
location, and weve also fixed an issue with the
Iso/Area scoring UI that could cause some players to
lose points.
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We wish our players a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year as we go into 2018! We cannot guarantee
an ETA of the patch again until next year but will try
our best to release as soon as its ready. Until next
time players, if you have any thoughts, feelings,

ideas, frustrations or revelations please let us know!
Issue:A user reports that when he captures and
executes a target with the Compassion skill, the
game does not show that he has performed the

action as expected.Patch:Were going to solve this
very quickly. In a future update, we will adjust the
base ability to automatically capture targets with

this skill. Player feedback is welcome. Issue:One or
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more users are experiencing crashes when
capturing a target with Vengeance.Patch:We have
found the cause of this crash and weve taken the

necessary steps to prevent it from happening again.
Players will be able to keep on slaying their targets,

as usual, knowing theyve limited their target to
three lives. Issue:Issue that prevents users from
completing the game if their target dies with the

Infiltration skill active. Patch:We have investigated
this and it was caused by a very rare condition that
can occur if your target dies with Infiltration active.
Issue:As of our last update, users who play as Viktor

and Marcus began encountering a crash when
attacking a target with the Assassins Guild

skill.Patch:We have found the cause of this crash
and weve taken the necessary steps to prevent it
from happening again. Players will be able to keep
on slaying their targets, as usual, knowing theyve

limited their target to three lives. 5ec8ef588b
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